
 
 

 
 

MONTHLY SALES REPORT – NOVEMBER 2018 

COASTER TONNAGE 

M/V "SUDKAP" - 7.734 dwt, 2000 Poland  built 

Sold to Philippino buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "BERUM" - 5.199 dwt, 1999 China built 

Commited to Estonian buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "ELKE K" - 3.712 dwt, 1993 Germany built 

Sold to Turkish buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "SPANIA" - 3.421 dwt, 1981 Germany built 

Commited to Lebanon buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "KINE" - 3.000 dwt, 1996 Slovakia built 

Sold to undisclosed buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "RINALAND" - 2.723 dwt, 1987 Germany built 

Sold to undisclosed buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "ANNE"- 2.850 dwt, 1995 Netherlands built 

Sold to undisclosed buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "KRISTIN D"- 2.780 dwt, 1997 Netherlands built 

Sold to undisclosed buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "BERIT" - 2.518 dwt, 1996 Slovakia built 

Sold to Norwegian buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "TOVE" - 2.518 dwt, 1996 Slovakia built 

Sold to Norwegian buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "NINA" - 2.516 dwt, 1997 Slovakia built 



 
 

 
 

Sold to Norwegian buyer for undisclosed price 

M/V "GRACE S" - 1.700 dwt, 1990 British built 

Sold to Bulgarian buyer for undisclosed price 

 

Should you have any comments or questions about the content of our report or require our services, 

please contact: 

BRIDGE DENIZCILIK  SAN. VE TIC. LTD. ŞTI.  

 

Istanbul / Turkey 

Tel: + 90 216 222 29 21 Fax: + 90 216 222 29 30 

S&P Department: snp@bridgeship.net 

General: info@bridgeship.net 

Please visit our website www.bridgeship.net 

 

These reports have been produced on information collected from a variety of sources (shipbrokers' 

reports, market's gossip, maritime newspapers, maritime websites, ship agent's reports, etc...) and is 

given in good faith & without any guarantee. Analysis contained in this report should not be 

considered as investment recommendations and is based on the current market situation at the time 

of preparing this report. No market analysis can guarantee accuracy as shipping is a high-risk 

business. While all reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of information and analysis in 

this report, Bridge Shipping Ltd. does not accept any liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect 

errors and omissions of fact or opinions based on such facts. Neither the company nor its directors 

nor its employees shall be liable in any way for any claimed loss or damage occurred by information 

& analysis contained herein. These reports are intended solely for the information of the email 

recipient account. These reports or any part of this report may not be reproduced or circulated to 

any third parties, or used in a court of law without our prior written approval. 
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